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Some Performance Problems in
Renaissance Choral Music
By Lawrence E. Tagg, M. Mus.
Music of the Renaissance represents an esteemed position in the history of music.
It is always described in superlative terms, as " The Golden Age of Polyphony." It
is the last great expression in purely vocal forms, immediately preceding the development of instrumental music. Regardless of one 's personal taste in music, the educated
person must acknowledge the supremacy of Renaissance music in its own kind of
expression and in the way it satisfied its various functions.
With these recommendations, and considering that a large proportion of
fifteenth and sixteenth century music is not difficult, we should expect its performance
to be more frequent with our school and amateur choral groups. More important,
we should expect these performers to show themselves in the most favorable light
artistically by performing music which is inherently superior. The fact is, however,
that artistic performance of Renaissance music is accomplished principally by a few
professional vocal ensembles, including a handful of college groups consisting of
professionally-trained selected Singers. These are " few" in relation to the thousands
of choruses which make only token attempts at the repertoire and style.
There are some distinct problems, peculiar to Renaissance mUSiC, contributing
to this situation. My selection is restricted to those difficulties which may be overcome with reasonable dispatch. There are, of course, many more reqUirements for
the competent conductor before he is able to perform Renaissance music with the
freedom of expression which made it a tremendous force in its own time, but these
are not immediate pro blems of the singer.
The problems included here all come under the heading of "notation, " in the
categories of editing, pitch, and rhythm .

Editions
The great body of this music in popular editions comes to us via nineteenth century
editorship. These editors were not blessed with the fruits of twentieth century scholarship in dealing with early music. More unfortunate, in most cases they were not
particularly interested in the kind of accuracy we now demand. Considering themselves arbiters of public taste, they freely altered music for publication to suit themselves. This kind of treatment was the common lot of Beethoven, to name but one
victim.
This is not surprising when we consider that the nineteenth century was a
period of great individual freedom in performance. Soloists and conductors took
liberties with the printed page to satisfy their own peculiar talents and momentary
whims - liberties we now classify as extremely tasteless. Publishers were equally un-
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inhibited. In the case of Renaissance music, the editor was very likely to present it
in accordance with nineteenth century musical practice and theory, ignorant of previous style.
Corrected editions are gradually appearing in our own time, the result of
painstaking research. The best of these are cumbersome and expensive; they are to
be found in specialized libraries with budgets sufficient to accommodate, say, a multivolumed edition of the complete works of Palestrina.
There is also now a rather alarming variety of contemporary editions suitable
for choral use. Selecting anyone of a hundred works, we will find readily available
(1) a nineteenth century edition by an old respectable publishing house, (2) two or
three recent versions by editors of known authority in musicology, including prefaces and explanatory notes, but all disagreeing in some way. Finally (3) there are
several offerings by editors of unknown (to us) authority. The work will thus be
available in a variety of keys - and the key decides the resultant tone characteristic - and rhythmic schemes; translations vary with each edition and are not always offered with the original text, and editors persist in superimposing tempo and
expression symbols.
The competent conductor, it would seem, is blessed with a wide choice. Actually it is a rarity to find one edition with desirable qualities in all respects, suitable to
a particular choral group. One might first assume that the conductor who finds himself in a quandary at this pOint is suffering from ignorance more than from notation.
The major problem is that he must put into the hands of his Singers a page of music
that Visually represents Renaissance style, otherwise the difficulties of performance
become almost insurmountable. It is as if you show Singers music in 4/ 4 measures
and ask them to sing 3/ 4 rhythm; as if you demand that they sing French expresSively when they can scarcely pronounce it; as if you show them a page of small
crowded symbols and ask them to perform large ideas full of space - for this is
what we do when we perform music of other times and other places.
If we could obtain an inexpensive edition in the original notation it would
be impractical because we are not trained in reading it. The discrepancies between
modern authoritative editions result from reasonable variations in the interpretation
of an extremely complicated system of rhythmic notation, a system in the process
of experimentation and a source of constant irritation and disagreement by Renaissance composers themselves. Furthermore, this was a period of melodic and harmonic
development between the ancient modal theories (such as the scale system on which
Gregorian chant is based) and the major-minor system which superseded modal
music in the seventeenth century. The Renaissance practice of musica ficta is still a
point of conjecture with considerable disagreement concerning actual cases. (It was
the practice of Renaissance singers to perform certain accidentals and ornaments
not written, according to rules of melodic progression and other points of taste then
in style.)
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Pitch
" Standard" pitch has risen gradually from the fifteenth to the twentieth century; our
designation of the pitch" A" at 440 cycles is quite recent, and in actual practice" A"
varies from 435 to 442 among major symphony orchestras. Many authorities estimate that our current pitch is as much as a minor third higher than Renaissance
practice; Le., an "A" written by Palestrina would actually sound as the "C" above
in our time. This leads to the suggestion that we should perform Renaissance music
about a minor third lower than it is written, to duplicate Renaissance sound. To do
so indiscriminately often results in a dull and muddy effect entirely unsuitable vocally
or expressively.
Some authorities advise modern performance as much as a minor third higher
than originally written, reflecting twentieth century preference for a brilliant tone.
There is sufficient eVidence, in verbal criticism of music by Renaissance writers, to
show a distinct distaste for tone that was piercing, brilliant, or even exceSSively loud.
Some attention should be paid to the Renaissance preference for the light quality of
unchanged boys' voices, male altos and countertenors, and a correspondingly light
bass, compared to the rich and brilliant operatic tone cultivated by professional
mixed choirs today. Further evidence is found in the sixteenth century preference for
instruments with a comparatively light, sweet tone - the gentle and mellow Viols,
recorders, lutes, and small low-pressure organs, to name but a few.
The most important consideration of pitch is the most sensible solution: the
Renaissance made no attempt to standardize pitch and was not overly concerned
with it. The primary concern was the creation of a clear and comfortable tone suitable to the Renaissance ideal of an admirable text expressed mUSically. AllOWing
ourselves the same freedom of a comfortable pitch, suitable to the voices at hand,
will bring us close to the Renaissance attitude of practical performance.

Rhy thm
Renaissance theorists and composers furnish us with more critical information concerning rhythm than any other element of their art. This is not to say the problem
is solved for us; as I already have mentioned, various systems of proportional notevalues were then in a complex process of experimentation and development. Writers
of and about music found it necessary to explain constantly changing methods of
notating tempo and rhythm.
With regard to tempo, it may be suffiCient here to note only the confuSing
usage of the symbols C and ¢. In modern translation, in either original or edited
translation, the result is misleading, because we are accustomed to associate tempo
with time Signatures. These symbols were used in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
only to indicate the relative values of notes follOWing. The rhythmiC system was
called, in fact, "proportions," and its sym bois served as a kind of shorthand gUide
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to the performers of various voice parts in polyphonic texture.
The general practice for overall tempo was based on theories continued from
the Middle Ages. In brief:
1. The principal tactus (beat) related to the universally-accepted rhythm of
the human heart-beat - from Sixty to eighty pulses per minute.
2. In a section of music consisting mainly of whole and half notes (in modern notation), the half note is the tactus . In sections consisting mainly of smaller
note values, the quarter note is the tactus.
3. As in all vocal music where tempo is not clearly indicated by musical
elements, the spirit of the text decides the basic movement.
External evidence from Renaissance life and thought - its colorful art, theatrical and liturgical displays, and generally virile expression - aids us in avoiding
too slow tempi. The sensuous appeal of the fermata ( a long sustained chord) had
been discovered, it is true, but it was condemned as unsuitable in the higher forms
of music.
We now approach the most fascinating and most crucial detail in recreating
Renaissance style - rhythmiC stress. Intelligent performance depends upon phraSing
which preserves the musical line, the foundation of polyphoniC expression. Good
phraSing, in turn, elevates the text to its position of supremacy as visualized by the
composer.
N early all of our difficulty in phraSing results from a misconception of Renaissance rhythm . The confusion lies in the use of the barline as it differs between
the Renaissance and later periods. Here again we are handicapped by the rigidity
of our nineteenth century background - we have been trained too long to use the
barline as an indication of stress on the beat follOWing, with certain secondary stresses
on certain other beats between bars.
Barlines had no such connotation until about the eighteenth century. They
were, first, derived from the ancient practice of indicating textual sections with a bar,
second, they were used to align notes in a score of several staves. This became necessary during the Renaissance when polyphoniC music commonly included five to eight
lines. Bars were thus superimposed on the page as a visual gUide and were not
meant to interfere with the baSically non-metrical movement of individual voice parts.
Again we must remember that Renaissance music is a continuation of medieval concepts, and above all governed by the ancient philosophy of plainchant as
musical speech. The text governs all expression. Textual stresses serve as a function
of the melody . These stresses (which are not the" accents" of a later period) appear
in patterns of twos and threes, a continuation of plainchant tradition.
This characteristic rhythm, as its performance differs from its appearance,
may be illustrated with the opening of the first Agnus Dei from Palestrina 's " Missa
Papae Marcelli." The first example is a modern translation of the composer 's time
Signature and relative note values, with his barlines:
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The following example shows the same music as it should be performed and
as it is properly heard. This is taken from an example by D. J. Grout, who explains,
" The rhythm of Palestrina 's music, like that of all sixteenth·century polyphony, is
compounded of the rhythms of the various voices plus a collective rhythm resulting
from the harmonic and contrapuntal combination of the lines ... The collective
rhythm , heard when all the voices are sounding, gives the impression of a fairly
regular succession of 2 / 2 or 4/ 4 ' measures,' set off not by stress accents but mostly
by the changes of harmony and the placing of suspensions on 'strong' beats." 1
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(The sharps above are Grout's, an example of " musica ficta" as performed but not
written. )
Donald

J.

Grout, A History of Westem M usic. W. W. No rton & Co mpany, Inc., New York, 1960.
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Modem performance is more or less handicapped by our custom of printing
all music in full score; i.e., as in the above examples, each singer holding all the
voice parts on one page. Singers of the Renaissance did not use a score. The sopranos
had only the soprano part, altos only the alto part, etc. They were thus not tempted
to coordinate expression between parts as we have been trained to do. Polyphony,
from its inception about 1000 A.D. until long after the Renaissance, is a horizontal
construction of highly individual voice lines. Each part must create its own expression of the melodic line by means of textual elements, as the composer has done.
Robert Shaw, the eminent choral conductor, insisted that his Singers use single-voice
part books rather than scores when performing Renaissance music, to be free from
the tyranny of the barline and a vertical attention between parts.
This brings us to a peculiar aspect of performance - the conductor 's role
in that it differs so widely from later styles. It would be well to follow the practice of
the time, a time long before conductors as we think of them. The Renaissance choirmaster indicated only the tactus, a simple up-and-down movement bearing no relation
to stress or accent but serving only as an indication of tempo. Singing in this style
is a conductor-teacher problem in rehearsal, but by tire tin1e of performance it must
be an act of intelligent expression by the individual Singer. This is impossible unless
the singer understands the basic function and technique of the Renaissance composer.
Music of the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, under the lavish patronage
of royalty and the Church, moved from a modest position to one of major importance. The grandeur of liturgical displays in cultural centers, particularly those of
florence, Venice, and Rome, called for music of comparable magnificence. This prevailing attitude and style embraced popular art forms , elevating them to a place of
unsurpassed Significance. Choral training in our time cannot pretend to complete its
purpose unless it includes training and performance in Renaissance style.
It is necessary to understand that this music does not represent a period of
reactionary innovation such as we associate with later style-periods. MUSically, the
Renaissance is a period of growth and refinement. It is the culmination of a steady
development in the techniques of expression based on those of the Middle Ages and
on Gregorian plainchant. The Italian Renaissance in music came about with the
importation of northern composers to florence, Venice, and Rome. Their Gothic
technique cleverly assimilated southern influences, incorporating regional popular
tunes and tastes and performance practices without ever lOSing the purposeful foundation of earlier times. It is no accident that the most magnificent music of this period
is religiOUS or that we so often find inscribed on its pages " ad majorem Dei gloriam " - " to the greater glory of God ."
Some aspects of Renaissance practice seem incongruous unless we recognize
this overruling purpose based on a thousand years of church patronage. Its success
was a direct result of a most practical attitude. As a final example: the " ideal " of
unaccompanied singing was actually a rare occurrence, more often spoken of than
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realized. Pope Sixtus IV installed a choir in his chapel, ever since called the Cappella
Sixtina (Sistine Chapel Choir). Julius II provided a second chorus for St. Peter's.
Both of these still are flourishing musical institutions, and according to all records
were the only Renaissance institutions that did not use musical instruments.
With the reign of Leo X we find Roman music altered with the influx of Florentine culture and the humanistic point of view. His patronage of the arts included
theatrical music in Florentine style and the addition of numerous instrumentalists to
the pontifical palace staff. (Princes and churchmen bid against each other all over
Europe for the services of outstanding musicians.) The Medici palace in Florence
boasted five organs, and there is considerable internal evidence in vocal music to
indicate a Widespread use of instruments with voices in all available combinations.
In our time, we have become so subservient to the printed page we are practically helpless without a written direction for every act. The Renaissance performer
knew an enviable freedom in this respect, secure as he was in the traditions of his art.
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